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Life Enrichment Initiatives
Just as the aging experience is unique for everyone, so too
are Eskaton’s creative solutions to help assure that life is as
independent and purposeful as possible. We distinguish our
commitment to the well-being of our residents and program
participants with a variety of original Signature Programs, like
Kids Connection; smart motion-sensor technology; our Medical
Partner Program; and Life Enrichment Initiatives, which include:

Social Connections
Eskaton encourages and facilitates social connectivity with family, friends
and the world through e-living and Keep Connected. The e-living
program is an online portal designed to enhance communication among
staff, residents and families about community news, announcements,
event calendars and dining options. Users can send pictures and access
free entertainment features. Through Keep Connected, residents, families
and friends keep in touch through online video services.

Pet-friendly Communities
Eskaton welcomes companion animals in all of its communities, knowing
that the bond between pets and people is one of life’s great joys.

For more information
about these
programs, talk to your
Eskaton community
representative.
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Veterans Appreciation
Several hundred military veterans reside in Eskaton communities
or benefit from the organization’s home-based support. Eskaton
sponsors a variety of celebrations and activities to honor and serve
our veterans (as they have done for us).

Thrill of a Lifetime
As living proof that one is never too old to try something new, Eskaton
initiates ultimate experiences to generate anticipation, excitement,
satisfaction and memories for residents and program participants.

Eskaton Celebrates 100+
This program gives special recognition to residents and participants
who reach centenarian status. We recognize this individual and
collective good fortune with a special package of birthday activities.

Therapeutic Music Program
For residents with acute chronic pain living in long-term care, the
soothing sounds of a harp transform them for a period of time
to a space of calmness, peace, joy and fulfillment.
Programs may vary by community, so be sure to ask a community
representative for details

